Plan to join us for EATBETA Summer 2021 Mission
www.eatbeta.org/summer2021
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Hand-Plow Demonstrated!
Remarkable success with the hand-plow at a recent EATBETA seminar

A rural farmer learning how to use a hand-plow at an EATBETA training session in Kabarole district, Uganda

When EATBETA Summer 2020 Mission was cancelled due the COVID-19 pandemic, the team in Uganda did not
want to see a whole summer wasted without doing anything. So, after the Uganda government relaxed the lockdown, our team
quickly embarked on a plan to conduct seminars among rural farmers. In August, a total of 50 rural farmers at Kibasi village—
Kabarole district, participated in the seminar conducted there by our local team. In September 2020, a total of 60 rural farmers at Bendegere village—Nakaseke district, participated in the seminar conducted there by our local team.
During the seminars, rural farmers were provided tips on how to engage in farming as a business, tips on rearing livestock, and a hand-plow was demonstrated. EATBETA’s mission is to transform rural livelihoods through boosting their
household incomes. The trainings provided are aimed at achieving that very mission; for instance, we demonstrate how to use a
hand-plow since we believe farmland output can be twice that from using a traditional hoe, so rural farmers’ income are boosted. At Kibasi village, rural farmers—mostly women, were shown how to use the hand-plow and they are excited about their
newly acquired skill.
Throughout the centuries, the traditional hoe has been the major tool used in crop farming across sub-Saharan Africa.
However, with the current population explosion in sub-Saharan Africa, it is becoming increasingly challenging to keep pace
with the staggering demand for food while relying on the hoe for crop cultivation. A hand-plow is a fairly simple tool that is
easy to assemble and can greatly help rural farmers be far more productive in their farming efforts compared to the strenuous
traditional hoe. For instance, it takes roughly three weeks to cultivate an acre of land with a hoe. This inefficiency often results
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in rural farmers missing important rainy seasons in
which they should be planting their crops; when
crops are planted late critical rains have passed.
Consequently, entire farming seasons are wasted
or not fully utilized simply because the traditional
hoe slows down the farming process.
In its quest to abate poverty and hunger
among rural farmers in Uganda, and through its
objective of enhancing rural farmers’ skills in quality crop farming to increase farming productivity,
EATBETA believes this is a critical time to employ and implement better alternatives to the traditional hoe. During EATBETA’s training sessions where the use of a hand-plow is demonstrated, women, who comprise the majority of farmers
in rural agriculture, are often given the opportunity to try out the hand-plow; many are impressed
by its novelty and simplicity. In communities
where we have demonstrated and implemented the
hand-plow, we know is greatly helping rural farmers to realize greater output per acre.
Evidently, EATBETA’s introduction and
demonstration of the hand-plow to rural farmers
in Uganda has been a remarkable success; unfortunately, a majority of those farmers can’t afford the
hand-plow’s import price of $100. EATBETA
has a plan to have the hand-plows fabricated locally in Uganda and distribute them to the rural
farmers at a subsidized and affordable price. However, EATBETA would still have to meet the cost
of fabricating and distributing the hand-plows to
the rural farmers. We humbly welcome donations
to help in defraying the cost involved with this
noble cause. Our immediate goal is to fabricate
and distribute at least 110 hand-plows, to those
rural farmers who participated in the recent training seminars at Kibasi village in Kabarole district
and at Bendegere village in Nakaseke district.

Using a traditional hoe to cultivate crops

Dr. Kawuma, with facemask, demonstrating how to assemble a hand-plow

Dr Kawuma showing a rural farmer how to use a hand-plow
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Why Beekeeping?
EATBETA’s beekeeping efforts among rural farmers in Uganda
In summer 2018, EATBETA facilitated its very first beekeeping training program for smallholder rural farmers in
Uganda. Following that training session, some rural farmers expressed interest in and adopted beekeeping – adding this to
their traditional farming activities. The main reason why EATBETA introduced beekeeping into its training programs was, in
part, to enhance its mission of transforming rural farmers’ livelihoods through boosting their household incomes. Beekeeping
has a huge potential for supplementing rural farmers’ incomes, most of whom currently live on less than a dollar a day.

A general beekeeping training session conducted by EATBETA

A trainer demonstrating how to build modern beehives

As of today, one of the rural farmers who participated in EATBETA’s beekeeping training, in 2018, has become very
successful; he has installed more beehives and he is also training and encouraging fellow rural farmers in his community to engage in beekeeping. EATBETA is now committed to helping this rural farmer and his growing community of beekeepers to
start processing and packaging honey to sell it at both the local and export markets. If you are a passionate beekeeper and
would like to partner with us in this effort, please contact us at (214)884-5114 or info@eatbeta.org.

Beehives installed by our rural farmer in Gulu district
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Our rural farmer showing honey he recently harvested

Hand-Digging Water Wells:
Villagers are actively participating in hand-digging EATBETA water wells

Villagers participating in hand-digging a water well in their rural community, Nakaseke district

In addition to providing training to rural farmers, EATBETA is involved in facilitating the construction of hand-dug
water wells in rural communities. Most rural communities in Uganda have a serious shortage of clean water; thus, our goal is
to construct hand-dug water wells, particularly in communities where EATBETA conducts training and outreach programs.
EATBETA’s programs are much more successful in rural communities where we establish water wells. In constructing a hand-

dug water well the villagers are involved in the process, either by digging the hole themselves and/or by providing local materials, such as bricks or sand, needed in the construction of the well. Then EATBETA uses funds raised through donations to
build the well and purchase materials which the villagers cannot afford, such as cement, hand pumps, water tanks, pipes, etc.
Involving the villagers yields two important benefits. Firstly, villagers take ownership of the project and they feel engaged in
the process. Secondly, it helps to minimize the construction cost to about $2,000 per well. We humbly welcome donations to
enable us to continue to facilitate the construction of hand-dug water wells in Ugandan rural communities.
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Did you miss EATBETA Summer 2020 Newsletter?
Visit www.eatbeta.org/about/newsletters
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